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Abstract— Quadratic systems of equations appear in several ap-
plications. The results in this paper are motivated by quadratic
systems of equations that describe equilibrium behavior of phys-
ical infrastructure networks like the power and gas grids. The
quadratic systems in infrastructure networks are parameterized
- the parameters can represent uncertainty (estimation error in
resistance/inductance of a power transmission line, for example)
or controllable decision variables (power outputs of generators,
for example). It is then of interest to understand conditions on
the parameters under which the quadratic system is guaranteed
to have a solution within a specified set (for example, bounds
on voltages and flows in a power grid). Given nominal values
of the parameters at which the quadratic system has a solution
and the Jacobian of the quadratic system at the solution is
non-singular, we develop a general framework to construct
convex regions around the nominal value such that the system
is guaranteed to have a solution within a given distance of
the nominal solution. We show that several results from recent
literature can be recovered as special cases of our framework,
and demonstrate our approach on several benchmark power
systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study systems of affinely parameterized
quadratic equations f(x, u) = 0 where f is vector-valued
function that is quadratic in x and affine in u. We are
interested in the set of u for which the system of equations
f(x, u) = 0 is guaranteed to have a solution for x: we denote
this set by U . Due to the nonlinearity of f , U is nonconvex
in general and difficult to characterize exactly. In this paper,
we aim to find tractable (convex) sufficient conditions on u
that guarantee existence of solutions.
This question is motivated by systems of equations that de-
scribe the equilibrium behavior of infrastructure systems like
the power grid or the gas grid. In the power grid, the physical
state x corresponds to complex voltage phasors at every node
in the network and the parameters u represent controllable
decisions (power generation at conventional gas-fired/coal-
fired generators) or uncertain parameters (power generation
from solar or wind farms, impedances of transmission lines
etc.). In the gas grid, x represents pressures at nodes in the
network and u represents compressor gains or gas with-
drawal/production. Network operators need to ensure that
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the steady-state equations have a solution for x (voltages or
pressures) within acceptable limits (voltage/pressure limits).
Thus, it is of interest to find conditions on u that guarantee
the existence of a solution to f(x, u) = 0 for x within given
limits. The conditions can be used for several applications,
including robust feasibility assessment (given an uncertainty
set for u, assess whether the solution x will remain within
limits for all values of u in the uncertainty set) and robust
optimization (choosing values for controllable parts uc of
u = uc +ω so as to ensure robust feasibility with respect to
all realizations of uncertainty ω).
Methods from algebra and constraint programming
[ACM84][GJ06][FK15][FKW16] study this problem, but
typically rely on a discretization of the state space (simplicial
or box decomposition) that grows exponentially with the
problem dimension. Algorithms developed in the numerical
analysis community [FHL07][BFLW09] verify the existence
of a solution for a given value of u but do not easily extend
to computing inner approximations of U . There is work in
the field of polynomial optimization [Las09] that studies
existence of solutions to polynomial equations. The most
relevant to our setting is the work in [Las15], where a
general framework is proposed to study feasible sets of
polynomial systems with quantifiers. However, the approach
can only compute outer approximations of U . Further,
the framework requires solution of a large semidefinite
programs and is not suitable for fast computations required
in applications like the power grid. In previous work
[DT15], we developed a framework based on polynomial
optimization to check whether a given set S is contained
in U - however, this framework also requires solving a
large SDP to perform the check and further requires S to
be pre-specified (in other words it cannot automatically
construct S).
Several papers have studied the specific quadratic equations
arising in power systems (the AC power flow equations). In
[LB15][LB16], the authors propose approaches to develop
inner approximations of quadratically constrained quadratic
programs arising in power systems. However, their approach
cannot handle nonlinear equality constraints (only inequali-
ties). [BZ16][WBLBP16][YNT15] construct explicit convex
inner approximations of U under some conditions. However,
the results obtained in these papers can be conservative and
cannot handle all the parameters in the power flow equations
(they typically only account for power injections in u, all
other parameters like line impedances etc. are treated as fixed
quantities). Further, they are restricted to power distribution
systems and do not extend to power transmission systems.
In this paper, we establish a novel framework capable of:
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(1) Producing explicit convex inner approximations of U
(stated as explicit convex conditions and do not require
solution of an optimization problem).
(2) Handling arbitrary quadratic equations with affine pa-
rameters appearing in the equations in the quadratic,
linear and constant terms.
(3) Providing tightness guarantees on our inner approxima-
tions (i.e, a measure of how far the inner approximations
are from the boundary of U).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section
II, we formulate the problem mathematically and introduce
the relevant background. In section III, we present our main
results on constructing tractable inner approximations of U
and theoretical results on tightness of the inner approxima-
tions. In section IV, we present numerical evaluations on a
number of IEEE power system benchmarks and in section
V, we wrap up with conclusions and directions for future
work.
II. BACKGROUND AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
We begin by introducing notation that will be used in this
paper - R denotes the set of real numbers and C the set of
complex numbers. x denotes the conjugate of the complex
number x. Int (S) denotes the interior of S for any set S ⊆
Rn and is defined as
{x ∈ S : ∃ > 0 such that {y : ‖y − x‖2 ≤ } ⊆ S}
We use ‖·‖ to denote an arbitrary norm on Rn (or Cn). Given
a matrix M ∈ Rn×n (or Cn×n). ‖M‖ = max‖x‖≤1 ‖Mx‖
denotes the induced matrix norm. Specific examples in the
paper use the ∞ norm:‖x‖∞ = maxi |xi| for x ∈ Rn (or
Cn) and ‖M‖∞ = maxi
(∑
j |Mij |
)
for M ∈ Rn×n (or
Cn×n).
We study systems of quadratic equations that are parameter-
ized affinely in a parameter u:
f (x, u) = Q (x, x, u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Quadratic terms
+ L (x, u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Linear terms
+ K (u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Constant terms
= 0 (1)
where Q : Rn×Rn×Rk 7→ Rn is a tri-linear function (linear
in each of its inputs for fixed values of the other inputs)
with Q (0, 0, u) = 0 ∀u ∈ Rk and represents the quadratic
terms in x, L : Rn × Rk 7→ Rn is a bi-linear function with
L(0, u) = 0 ∀u ∈ Rk that represents the linear terms in x,
and K : Rn 7→ Rn is a linear function represents the constant
terms in x. We view (1) as a system of quadratic equations
in x parameterized by u. Given a nominal solution (x?, u?)
satisfying (1), we define conditions on u that guarantee the
existence of a solution for x within a certain distance of
x?. The conditions we construct involve the Jacobian of the
system f with respect to x. In our setup, it is convenient to
define the Jacobian via its action on a vector y ∈ Rn:
J (x, u; y) =
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x,u
y = 2Q (x, y, u) + L (y, u) (2a)
J? (u; y) =
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=x?,u
y, J? (u
?; y) = J??y (2b)
where (x?, u?) denote a nominal solution of (1). This cap-
tures how the Jacobian changes with x and u and with respect
to u for a fixed x?.
We now consider the specific cases of power flow and gas
flow equations and show how they are special cases of the
abstract model (1):
a) Power flow: The AC power flow equations characterize
the steady state of the power grid and can be written as
n∑
k=1
YikViVk + Yi0V0 = si, i = 1, . . . , n (3)
where Vi denotes complex voltage phasor at node i, Y
denotes the admittance matrix and s denotes complex power
injections in the grid. The node 0 is called the slack bus and
has a fixed reference voltage V0. We can rewrite (3) in the
form (1) with x denoting the real and imaginary parts of V
(since the equation is quadratic in V ) and u denoting real and
imaginary parts of s and Y (since s and Y appear linearly).
We seek conditions on s and Y that guarantee existence of a
solution V to to (3) - this is referred to as voltage stability in
the power systems literature. Non-existence of a power flow
solution leads to voltage collapse where the voltages in the
grid drop rapidly, causing devices to trip out and leading to
a major partial or complete blackout. Thus, it is of interest
to ensure that u is such that the system of equations has a
solution for x.
b) Gas flow: The steady-state gas-flow equations can be
written as follows [DVMC15]:
qi =
∑
k
φik (4a)
αik (pii − rijλijψij) = pij + (1− rij)λijφijψij (4b)
ψ2ij = φ
2
ij (4c)
ψ ≥ 0, pi ≥ 0 (4d)
where q denotes production or withdrawal of gas, pii the
pressure at node i, φij denotes flow of gas on pipeline (i, j),
ψ = |φ| denotes the absolute value of flow, rij , λij are
parameters of the pipeline and α denotes the compressor gain
of a compressor on the pipeline. This can also be put into the
form (1) with x = (pi, φ, ψ) and u = (q, α) - again it is of
interest to understand under what conditions on u does (4)
have a solution within limits on pi, ψ (pressure/flow limits) -
contracts between gas operators and local utilities typically
require that the pressure is above a minimum threshold and
safety considerations require that the pressure is below some
maximum limit (beyond which pipelines may leak or even
burst).
The main problem we solve is defined below:
Definition 1 (Problem Statement). Given (x?, u?) satisfying
(1), a norm ‖·‖ and a positive number r > 0, construct a
region U ir ⊆ Rk such that
u? ∈ Int (U ir)
U ir ⊆ Ur = {u : ∃x : ‖x− x?‖ ≤ r such that f(x, u) = 0}
Note that we assume that the constraints on x are always
given by a norm ball around the nominal solution. While this
may not be true in general, for typical constraints in practical
applications (for example, linear constraints Ax ≤ b), given
any x? that is strictly feasible (Ax? ≤ b), it is easy construct
an r such that a norm-ball of radius r around x? is contained
in {x : Ax ≤ b}.
Our main tool for computing inner approximations of U is
Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem, which provides a sufficient
condition for the existence of solutions to nonlinear systems
within convex sets.
Theorem 1 (Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem). Let F : Rn 7→
Rn (or Cn 7→ Cn) be a continuous mapping and S ⊂ Rn (or
Cn) be a compact convex set. Then, if F (y) ∈ S ∀y ∈ S,
F (y) = y has a solution in S.
III. INNER APPROXIMATIONS OF THE SOLVABILITY
REGION
In this section, we state our main theoretical results character-
izing inner approximations of U . We then discuss tightness
of these inner approximations (how far they are from the
boundary of U) and how they relate to previous results in
the literature. We begin by stating our main result: Given
any nominal solution to the quadratic system with non-
singular Jacobian, we can construct a family of convex
regions satisfying the requirements of definitions of 1. We
then discuss tightness guarantees for our certificate (showing
that under certain assumptions, that our sufficient conditions
are “close” to necessary) and compare our results to previous
work in the context of AC power flow and finally discuss
computational issues.
Our main result shows that given any solution of (x?, u?)
of f (x, u) = 0 with non-singular Jacobian J??, we can
construct a family of convex regions containing u? for which
existence of a solution within distance r from x? is guaran-
teed. We start by providing a brief outline of the proof for a
simple case to illustrate the arguments behind the theorem.
Consider a quadratic system of the form Q(x, x)+x+u = 0
with x? = 0, u? = 0 as the nominal solution. Our strategy is
to apply Brouwer’s fixed point theorem (theorem 1) to the
fixed point system x = T (x) = −(Q(x, x) + u). We try to
prove T maps a convex set of the form {x : ‖x‖ ≤ r}
onto itself. In order to do this, we need to prove that
‖Q(x, x) + u‖ ≤ r ∀x : ‖x‖ ≤ r, or
max
‖x‖≤r
‖Q(x, x) + u‖ ≤ r2
(
max
‖x‖≤1
‖Q(x, x)‖
)
+ ‖u‖ ≤ r
where we used the triangle inequality and the fact that
Q (rx, rx) = r2Q (x, x). Dividing by r throughout, we get
max
‖x‖≤r
‖Q(x, x) + u‖ ≤ r
(
max
‖x‖≤1
‖Q(x, x)‖
)
+
‖u‖
r
≤ 1.
This establishes a convex condition on u that guarantees
existence of a solution in the set {x : ‖x‖ ≤ r}. The
following lemma that generalizes the above argument:
Lemma 1. Let (x?, u?) satisfy (1) and suppose that J?? is
invertible. Define the following quantities:
e (u− u?) =
∥∥∥(J??)−1 (f (x?, u)− f (x?, u?))∥∥∥
h (u) = max
‖y‖≤1
∥∥∥(J??)−1Q (y, y, u)∥∥∥ ,
g (u− u?) = max
‖y‖≤1
∥∥∥(J??)−1J? (u; y)− y∥∥∥ .
Then for any r > 0, (1) has a solution in the set {x :
‖x− x?‖ ≤ r} if
rh (u) + g (u− u?) + 1
r
e (u− u?) ≤ 1 (5)
Proof. See appendix section VI-A.
The above results produce a convex condition on u for each
value of r > 0. However, it is not true that the condition
being satisfied for r′ > 0 is implied by the condition for
r > r′. Thus, if one is interested in existence of a solution in
the set {x : ‖x− x?‖ ≤ r}, it makes sense to take the union
of the regions defined by plugging in rδ into (5) for each
δ ∈ (0, 1]. Further, if one is simply interested in existence
of a solution (rather than existence within a particular set),
its possible to optimize the value of r so as to minimize
the LHS of (5) for any given value of u. By doing this, we
obtain the maximal set of u for which existence of a solution
is guaranteed. This leads to the following theorem, which is
our main result on existence of solutions to (1):
Theorem 2. Define the sets
U ir(δ) =
{
u : rδh (u) + g (u− u?) + 1
rδ
e (u− u?) ≤ 1
}
(6a)
U ir = ∪
0<δ≤1
U ir(δ) (6b)
Then for each u ∈ U ir, there is a solution to (1) with
‖x− x?‖ ≤ r. Further, U ir(δ) is a convex set and hence
U i is a union of convex sets and U i has non-empty interior
with u? ∈ Int (U ir). Further, the union ∪0≤r<∞ U ir is given
by:
U i∞ =
{
u : 2
√
h (u) e (u− u?) + g (u− u?) ≤ 1
}
(7)
and for each u ∈ U i∞ there exists a solution to (1).
Proof. See appendix section VI-A.
We now interpret the terms that appear in condition (6a):
(1) h(u) is a measure of how “nonlinear” the system is, since
it bounds the gain of the quadratic term, or the maximum
norm of Q (y, y, u) given inputs y within the unit ball
‖y‖ ≤ 1. Thus, the more nonlinear the system is, the more
difficult it is to satisfy (6a).
(2) J? (u; y) is equal to ∂f∂xy evaluated at (x
?, u) and
we have f (x? + y, u) ≈ f (x?, u) + J? (u; y). J?? rep-
resents the Jacobian of the system evaluated at the
nominal solution (x?, u?). Rescaling by the inverse of
J?? ensures that our conditions are affine-invariant (in-
variant to an affine scaling of the equations). Thus,
(J??)
−1
(f (x?, u) + J? (u; y)) ≈ (J??)−1f (x? + y, u). The
terms g (u− u?) , e (u− u?) bound the deviation of the LHS
of the above expression from the identity map y 7→ y:
(J??)
−1
(f (x?, u) + J? (u; y))−y. If u = u?, this deviation
is 0 and increases as u moves away from u? - thus, the
quantities e, g bound how much the first-order linear approx-
imation of the nonlinear equations changes as a function of
u.
A. Tightness of the certificate
In this section, we analyze the tightness of theorem 2 for
the special case when the quadratic and linear terms do not
depend on u Thus (1) simplifies to:
Q (x, x) + Lx+K (u) = 0 (8)
Theorem 3. Let (x?, u?) satisfy (8). Define e, g, h as in
theorem 2 and let h? = h (u) (since Q is independent of
u, so is h). For any κ ∈ (0, 1), the system of equations (8)
has a solution in the set Bκ =
{
x : ‖x− x?‖ ≤ κ2h∗
}
if u
belongs to the set
U iκ =
{
u : e (u− u?) ≤ 2κ− κ
2
4h?
}
(9)
Conversely, if u lies outside the set
Uoκ =
{
u : e (u− u?) ≤ 2κ+ κ
2
4h?
}
(10)
then (8) does not have a solution in Bκ. Thus, U iκ ⊆ Uκ ⊆
Uoκ .
Proof. See appendix section VI-B
This result shows that the inner approximation U iκ is tight
upto a factor, in the sense that for any u outside Uoκ (which
is simply U iκ scaled by a factor 2+κ2−κ ≤ 3) cannot have a
solution in Bκ (see figure 1).
Fig. 1: Inner and outer approximations of U
B. Relationship to previous results on AC power flow
In this section, we consider the special case of the AC
power flow equations (3) and compare our result to the best-
known previous result on inner approximations [WBLBP16].
We start with equation (4) from [WBLBP16]: V = w +
Z
(
diag
(
V
))−1
s (this is simply a restatement of the power
flow equations (3) introduced earlier with Z = Y −1, w =
−Y−1Y0). We rewrite this system as a quadratic system in
γ = wV (we assume implicitly that we are not interested in
solutions with 0 voltage since this is not practical in a real
power system):
f (γ, s) = [[γ]] ([[w]])
−1
Z
(
[[w]]
)−1
[[s]] γ + γ − 1 = 0 (11)
where 1 is a vector with all entries equal to 1 and [[w]]
is a diagonal matrix with entries w. This is in the form
studied in the complex extension of theorem 2 (theorem 4
in appendix section VI-C). Since the focus of this paper is
creating a general framework to analyze quadratic systems
and not on specific application to power systems, we do
not provide details here. We simply state our final result
on the solvability region computed by applying theorem 4
to (11) with the nominal solution γ? = 1, s? = 0. Define
ζ (s) = ([[w]])
−1
Z
(
[[w]]
)−1
[[s]]. Then, (11) has a solution if
2 ‖ζ (s)1‖∞ + 2
√
‖ζ (s)1‖∞ ‖ζ (s)‖∞ ≤ 1 (12)
If we use the bound ‖ζ (s)1‖∞ ≤ ‖ζ (s)‖∞, this condition is
implied by the condition ‖ζ (s)‖∞ ≤ 14 which is the region
defined by corollary 1 in [WBLBP16]. Thus our analysis
produces a stronger result than that from [WBLBP16], at
least for the particular case when s? = 0, γ? = 1. Another
advantage of our framework in this case is that we can
obtain a region around any nominal solution (γ?, s?) with
nonsingular Jacobian, while [WBLBP16] requires a stronger
assumption on the nominal solution (which can be stated as
‖ζ (s?)‖∞ ≤ 1‖γ?‖2∞ ).
C. Computational issues
Thus far, we have assumed that the quantities
e (u− u?) , h (u) , g (u− u?) can be computed - in
this section, we discuss the associated computational issues.
We focus on the norm ‖·‖∞ although similar ideas apply to
other norms. e (u− u?) is easy to compute since it simply
involves taking the norm of an affine function of u. For any
fixed value of u, (J??)
−1
J? (u; y)− y is a linear function of
y and is of the form ML (u) y where ML (u) is a matrix-
valued function of u. Thus, g (u− u?) = ∥∥ML (u)∥∥∞
where the norm stands for the induced matrix norm which
is easy to compute. h (u) involves maximizing the norm of
a nonlinear and possibly nonconvex function of x, which
is NP-hard in general. However, h (u) can be written as
max‖x‖≤1
∥∥MQ (u) vec (xxT )∥∥∞ where vec (xxT ) denotes
all quadratic terms in x (x21, x1x2, . . . , x1xn, x
2
2, . . .) and
MQ (u) is an affine matrix-valued function of u. Its
easy to see that
∥∥vec (xxT )∥∥∞ ≤ 1 if ‖x‖ ≤ 1, so that
h (u) ≤ ∥∥MQ (u)∥∥∞ showing that a bound on h (u) can
be computed easily. A tighter bound on h (u) can be
computed via convex relaxation - replacing the quadratic
terms xxT with a symmetric matrix X , we can bound
h (u) by max
X0,diag(X)≤1
∥∥MQ (u) vec (X)∥∥∞ which equals
max
1≤i≤n
max
σ∈{+1,−1}
max
X0,diag(X)≤1
[MQ (u) vec (X)]iσ where
the inner maximization can be computed by solving a
semidefinite program (SDP) and the outer maximization
requires enumerating 2n possibilities.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we perform numerical studies applying the
techniques from this paper to the AC power flow equations.
We use the 18 bus distribution network taken from [GSN92]
included with the MATPOWER software [ZMST11]. We
generate a random direction of perturbation sˆ in the injection
space and compute how far we can move along this direction
before we violate (12) - this is given by the largest scaling
factor t for which tsˆ satisfies κ (tsˆ) ≤ 1. We denote this
value of t by tsˆ = 1κ(sˆ) . We compare our results with
the condition from [WBLBP16] (which in turn is known
to generalize the results from [YNT15] and [BZ16]). When
γ? = 1, s? = 0, the result corollary 1 in [WBLBP16] reduces
to κ′(s) = 4 ‖ζ (s)‖∞ ≤ 1 so the farthest one can go in
the direction sˆ before hitting the boundary of this region is
t′sˆ =
1
κ′(sˆ) . We use the ratio
t′sˆ
tsˆ
to compare our result (12) and
[WBLBP16]. If this number is larger than 1, our certificate
defines a larger region than [WBLBP16] along direction sˆ.
We generate 10000 random directions sˆ and compute the
ratio of tsˆ to t′sˆ. We plot a histogram of the ratio in figure 2a -
the results show that our condition achieves an improvement
of a factor of 2 (our region is twice as large at least along
the direction sˆ) or higher in most of the directions. We do
a similar analysis comparing our certificate tsˆ to an upper
bound on the largest scaling t such that a solution to the
equations (11) does not exist. In order to obtain the upper
bound, we consider a convex relaxation of (11):
t (ζ (sˆ) Γ)1 + γ = 1,Γ  γγT
where  denotes element-wise multiplication of matrices and
 denotes inequality in the semidefinite sense. We define t?sˆ
to be the smallest value of t for which the relaxation has
no solution (is infeasible). This number can be calculated
by increasing the value of t until the problem becomes
infeasible. In figure 2b, we plot a histogram of tsˆt?sˆ over 10000
random directions sˆ. When the ratio is close to 1, it indicates
that the boundary of the region defined by (12) is close to
the true boundary (beyond which no solution exists to the
PF equations). The results show that at least along some
directions sˆ, the boundary of our certificate is close to the
true boundary (the ratio is larger than .8) although in other
directions it can be significantly away from the boundary.
(a) Comparison of certificate
(12) and [WBLBP16] (his-
togram of t′sˆ/tsˆ)
(b) Comparison of certificate
(12) and relaxation (histogram
of tsˆ/t?sˆ)
Finally, we plot a 2-dimensional project of the regions
defined by κ (s) ≤ 1, κ′ (s) ≤ 1 and the relaxation. We
do this by picking a random direction sˆ, and rotating this
direction by multiplying by a unit complex number: sˆ (θ) =
sˆ exp
(√−1θ) (with θ going from 0 to 2pi). For each value
Fig. 3: 2-dimensional projection of solvability regions
of θ we compute the maximum scalings tsˆ(θ), t′sˆ(θ), t
?
tsˆ(θ)
to
determine the boundary of the region (see figure 3). The plot
shows that our region is significantly larger than that from
[WBLBP16] and close to the outer bound defined by the
relaxation at least in some directions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a general framework for computing
inner approximations of the solvability regions of affinely
parameterized quadratic systems of equations. The regions
we construct are unions of convex sets in the space of
parameters. For the specific case of the AC power flow equa-
tions, we show that our work improves upon the best know
bound from previous work [WBLBP16] both theoretically
and numerically.
We hope that these results will serve as a basis for further
investigations: We left the choice of norm open in this paper
- preliminary results indicate that choosing the right norm
is critical for constructing large inner approximations of
the solvability region. We will also explore applications of
the regions to checking robust feasibility (with respect to
uncertain parameters) and robust optimization (over control-
lable parameters) particularly in the context of infrastructure
networks like power, water and gas grids. Generalizing the
results of this paper to affinely parameterized nonlinear
equations (beyond quadratic) and more general constraint
sets on x (beyond norm balls) is also an important and
interesting direction for further work.
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VI. APPENDIX
A. Proof of lemma 1 and theorem 2
Proof. Let α = f (x?, u). We are interested in finding
conditions on u that guarantee the existence of solution to
Q (x, x, u) + L (u)x+K (u) = 0. Using α = f (x?, u), we
obtain Q (x, x, u) − Q (x?, x?, u) + L (u, x− x?) + α = 0.
Let dx = x− x?. Then, we obtain
2Q (x?, dx, u) +Q (dx, dx, u) + L (u, dx) + α = 0
= Q (dx, dx, u) + J (dx, u) + α
= Q (dx, dx, u) + J (dx, u)− J (dx, u?) + α+ J??dx
Rescaling the above equation by
(J??)
−1, we define G (dx) to equal:
−(J??)−1 (J (dx, u)− J (dx, u?) +Q (dx, dx, u) + α)
so that f (x, u) = 0 is equivalent to G (dx) = dx. This
equation is in fixed point form. We establish that G
maps the set {dx : ‖dx‖ ≤ rδ} onto itself and apply
Brouwer’s theorem (theorem 1). ‖G (dx)‖ is bounded by
max‖dx‖≤rδ ‖Q (dx, dx, u)‖ + rδg (u− u?) + e (u− u?)
which is smaller than δ2h (u) + δg (u− u?) + e (u− u?).
We need ‖G (dx)‖ ≤ rδ for Brouwer’s theorem to apply, or
(rδ)2h (u) + rδg (u− u?) + e (u− u?) ≤ rδ. Dividing both
sides by δ, we obtain rδh (u)+g (u− u?)+ 1rδ e (u− u?) ≤
1. This is precisely the condition that defines the set U ir(δ)
in the theorem. Since we are required to find a solution
with ‖dx‖ ≤ r and the above condition guarantees existence
within ‖dx‖ ≤ rδ, for any value δ ∈ (0, 1], every u ∈ U ir(δ)
is guaranteed to have a solution with ‖dx‖ ≤ r.
Since h, g, e are norms of affine functions of u (or maximum
over norms), each u ∈ U ir(δ) is convex. Further, choosing
δ = δ(u− u?) = min( 2e(u−u?)r , 1), we know that a u ∈ U ir
if rδ(u − u?)h(u) + g (u− u?) ≤ 12 , e (u− u?) ≤ r2 . At
u = u?, the LHS of both inequalities evaluates to 0 and hence
u? ∈ U ir. Further, since the LHS is a continuous function of
u, there is a ball {u : ‖u− u?‖ ≤ t} that is still contained
in U ir. Hence u? ∈ Int
(U ir).
B. Proof of theorem 3
Proof. We apply theorem 2 to the special case (8) - in this
case h (u) = h? = max‖x‖≤1 ‖Q (x, x)‖ and J does not
depend on u, hence g (u− u?) = 0. Thus, the condition for
existence of a solution within the set ‖x− x?‖ ≤ δ becomes
δh? + e(u−u
?)
δ ≤ 1. We can choose δ = κ2h? to obtain
e (u− u?) ≤ 2κ−κ24h? to guarantee existence of a solution
within Bκ. Conversely, suppose that e (u− u?) > 2κ+κ24h?
and that (8) has a solution in Bκ. Using the derivation of
the previous theorem, we arrive at −(J??)−1Q (dx, dx) −
(J??)
−1
α = dx. Taking norms and applying the triangle
equality, we get ‖dx‖+
∥∥∥(J??)−1Q (dx, dx)∥∥∥ ≥ e (u− u?).
If ‖dx‖ ≤ κ2h? , then we know that
∥∥∥(J??)−1Q (dx, dx)∥∥∥ ≤
κ2
4h? . Thus, we get
2κ+κ2
4h? ≥ e (u− u?) which is a contradic-
tion to our assumption. Thus, if e (u− u?) > κ+κ2h? , there is
no solution to (8) in Bκ.
C. Complex equations
We extend theorem 2 to the complex case:
f (x, u) = Q (x, x, u) + L (x, u) +K (u) = 0 (13)
where Q,L,K are complex-valued trilinear/bilinear/linear
forms in the complex variables x ∈ Cn, u ∈ Ck. Define
J (x, y, u) =
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x,u
y +
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x,u
y, J? (y, u) = J (x
?, y, u)
J?? =

∂f
∂x
∣∣∣
x?,u?
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣
x?,u?
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣
x?,u?
∂f
∂x
∣∣∣
x?,u?
 , (J??)−1 = (M? N?N? M?
)
Theorem 4. Let (x?, u?) satisfy (13) and suppose that J??
be invertible. Define the following quantities:
e (u− u?) =
∥∥∥M?f (x?, u) +N?f (x?, u)∥∥∥
h (u) = max
‖y‖≤1
∥∥∥M?Q (y, y, u) +N?Q (y, y, u)∥∥∥
g (u− u?) = max
‖y‖≤1
∥∥∥M?J (y, u) +N?J (y, u)− y∥∥∥
Define the sets U ir (δ) ,U ir,U i∞ as in theorem 2. Then for
each u ∈ U ir, there is a solution to (13) with ‖x− x?‖ ≤ r.
Further, U ir(δ) is a convex set and hence U ir is a union of
convex sets with u? ∈ Int (U ir). For each u ∈ U i∞, there
exists a solution x to f (x, u) = 0.
Proof. Similar to theorem 2.
